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About This Game

No gears, no glory! Control gigantic fighting robots and duke it out across fantastic cityscapes in this 3D mech-based brawler!
Epic and explosive battles await with anime-inspired mechs in local and online versus game modes, party co-op with two to four

players, and a single-player campaign.
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Explosive Battles.

Take control of a gigantic mech and lay waste to entire cities as you fight other massive opponents.

Supercharged Mechs.

Pilot 12 outrageous mechs of epic, skyscraper-sized proportions, each with diverse fighting styles and unique skills.

Real-World Locations.

Destroy 3D arenas modeled after actual cities and countries, including Tokyo, Egypt, San Francisco, and Mexico.

Multiple Game Modes.

Challenge other players in local and online Versus & Co-Op modes and experience Override’s story in a single-player campaign.

Party Co-op.

Gather 2 to 4 friends to engage in party co-op where each player is responsible for one part of a towering mech!

The Garage.

Customize your mechs in the Garage, changing their accessories and skins to create your own unique style.

More Mechs, More Mayhem.

Super Charged Mega Edition includes Season Pass, delivering 4 extra mechs and 16 new skins post-launch, as well as instant
access to 12 legendary skins normally unlocked in the Standard Edition.

Customize Your Mech!
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Supercharged Co-Op Fighting!

Powerful and Unique Ultimates!
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Pilot a diverse roster of epic, skyscraper-sized mechs, each with their own play style, special moves, and finishers in the ultimate
mech fighting game! Tower over your opponents and lay waste to entire cities underfoot. Destroy 3D arenas modeled after

actual cities and countries, including Tokyo, Egypt, San Francisco, and Mexico. Challenge other players, gathering two to four
friends to engage in dynamic co-op gameplay where each player is responsible for one part of a towering mech! Customize your

mechs in the Garage, changing their accessories and skins to create your own unique style!
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Super fun game, no loading times, gets progressively harder, cause destruction. Con for me there is no save option that i can
find.

. This is a polished platformer with plenty of mechanics to play with and a good sense of how to hide secrets in its levels. It's not
the longest game in terms of time spent to complete it, but the levels present a good variety of challenges, and make good use of
the various mechanics available through the characters you meet up with. The only thing I wish I'd seen would be variations of
the character teamups you could have had, but what's here is great already.

If you don't like platformers in the first place, I doubt this would change your mind, but for everyone else, it's worth a try!. I am
very glad this games exists. At first, I only bought it because of its sarcastic title and after a couple of minutes of play I thought
that the game is in an amusing way strange but has maybe some rather poorly written dialogues. But wow \u2013 may whole
perception of the game changed.

Like games as \u201cto the moon\u201d or \u201cRichard & Alice\u201d it shows very good, what one can achieve even with
very limited technology if it is used not to create a generic JRPG but to focus on the story and create some unexpected and
creative narration.

Surely, some people might be angered or outraged because the game clearly shows tendencies to discuss some issues about
misogyny, gender relations and the social construction of gender. It has by times some strong statements even if they are good
incorporated in the narration.

Besides that, the story is simply strong! The weird sci-fi story mixed with a tragic love story and a young woman looking for her
destiny in a pretty strange world that gets day per day more twisted. The whole story about love, violence, friendship, terrorism,
sects, sex and the hate for women in the history of medicine is brought to you with the help of great way of narration: A surreal
way of breaking the fourth wall (breaking? Devastation of the forth wall and half of the stage) and strange \u201cSophie\u2019s
World interaction\u201d without the consciousness of the main character, which you control, and what indeed is the problem.
. \u3053\u306e\u30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u304c\u97d3\u56fd\u8a9e\u304c\u306a\u3044\u306e\u3067\u30d7\u30ec\u30a4\u3059\u3
08b\u3053\u3068\u304c\u96e3\u3057\u3044

\u305b\u3081\u3066\u82f1\u8a9e\u7248\u304c\u51fa\u305f\u3089\u3088\u304b\u3063\u305f\u3068\u601d\u3046

DLC\uac00 \uc77c\ubcf8\uc5b4\ub9cc \uc9c0\uc6d0\ud574\uc11c \uac9c\ud558\ub294\ub370
\uc9c0\uc7a5\uc774\uc788\uc74c!

\uc601\uc5b4\ub85c \ub098\uc654\uc73c\uba74 \uc88b\uaca0\ub2e4.

-DLC\uc548\ub418\ub294\uac74 \uc5b8\uc5b4\uc124\uc815\uc744 \uc77c\ubcf8\uc5b4\ub85c \uc548\ud574\uc11c
\uadf8\ub7f0\uac81\ub2c8\ub2e4 \ud5e4\ud5e4...... \uc77c\ubcf8\uc5b4\uc880 \ubc30\uc6cc\ub458\uac78..-. You can be a fly
and have Sexual intercourse with other male flys. Very Cool. Its fun, relaxing but exciting too! Easy to get in! Nice game!. This
game is as silly as angry birds. It's family friendly puzzle with realtime physics. You have to build bridges out of limited wooden
tringles in order to help two rats on their journey to achieve world domination collect all the cheese. Careful consideration of
wight, resource management and basic creativity are key to succes.. A neat little puzzle game that is enjoyable throughout. Try
it.
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PC:O is a simple VR wave shooter, which looks good and worked really well so far for me (I use the HTC Vive). Unfortunately
there are only 2 levels available at the moment and there are only a hand full of species included, which you might know from
PC\/PC:E.

That being said, it's not really worth the 30 bucks (when it's not on sale anymore) in it's current state. Even 20 are kinda a lot for
what it is right now.
So I would recommend waiting until it has more content.

I still give it a thumbs up, since there are only a few VR games I enjoyed so far and PC:O is one of them even though it doesn't
have much to offer atm. It has potential and I am looking forward to more content.. The game is not playable and there is no
player in the game
so it's just a waste of your money, don't buy it now.. I'd rather read the original story. DIssapointed.. Wow, this is incredible.
Why did it have to end!. I got stuck at the menu listening to the awesome music.
Not recommended if you are a GoT fan.. 15/10 game absolutely great. Pure Ladness, if you want to become an absolute god this
is the game for you,or if you are just a complete and utter weapon buy this.

MORE MAHMOUD.SULTAN DEMANDS IT.
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